
Jesse  
Television Stand Electric Fireplace GDS26L8-1908IM

With a clean, block design and low-profile silhouette the Jesse Television 
Stand Electric Fireplace embraces a contemporary, industrial esthetic. A single, 
adjustable shelf is concealed within twin media cabinets, flanking the center 
cabinet and enclosed by reversible door inserts with a chalkboard finish on one 
side. Featuring a 26" fireplace and finished in a cool Iron Mountain grey finish, 
the Jesse Television Stand enhances any space with a sleek silhouette.
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120 Volts  |  1,500 Watts  |  5,000 BTU 

26"
66.0 cm

15-3/4"
42.5 cm

65"
165.1 cm

Warms 
up to

1,000
sq. ft.

Features
Clean, Block Design
Ideal for contemporary or industrial 
spaces. Inset base and leg details 
continue the contemporary silhouette.

Reversible Door Panels
Chalkboard finish on one side of the 
reversible door inserts.

Support
Added support gable along the bottom 
of the television stand.

Cord Management
Wire management system hides 
unsightly cords.

Multi-Fire XHD™ Flame Effect
High-contrast flames feature improved 
brightness and character for a dazzling, 
lifelike effect. 

Realogs® 
Molded from meticulously selected and 
charred hardwood and positioned to 
maximize the illusion of depth and the 
appearance of burning firewood.

Customizable Flame
The multi-flame technology allows you to 
adjust the speed of the flame to create 
the perfect atmosphere to suit your 
mood or room. 

Capacitive Touch Controls
Settings and temperature display are 
hidden when not in use. 

Log Accents
Select red or blue highlights to customize 
the flame or enjoy glowing logs and 
embers without the flames. 

Powerful Heating
Powerful fan-forced heater provides  
on-demand heat for up to 1,000 sq ft.

LED Lighting
Flame and lights use brilliant, low-energy 
LED’s that require zero maintenance.

Multi-function Remote
Control the fireplace features from the 
comfort of your chair. 

All-season Flames
Enjoy the unique charm of a fireplace 
365 days a year using the flames without 
the heat.

Includes additional open storage 
space and shelf 

Includes: XHD26L 
26" Multi-Fire XHD™ Firebox

Multi-function
Remote
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Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube
Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons including 1 media console and 1 firebox. 

DM26-1908IM Media console cabinet - Iron Mountain 92.4 / 42 781052 121416 1 yr. 69-3/4 x 8-3/8 x 22-5/8 177.0 x 21.0 x 57.5 7.5 0.21 

XHD26L 26" Multi-Fire™ XHD Electric Firebox - Realogs™ 31.5 / 14.7 781052 110823 1 yr. 28-3/4 x 22-1/2 x 10-3/4 73.0 x 57.0 x 27.0 4.0 0.1

Component
Storage

Inches cm
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       Side cupboard 16-5/8 19-1/2* 14-5/8 42.4 49.6* 37.2A

*One adjustable shelf.
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